In 1964, R. D. Anderson announced [l] that the product of a countably infinite collection of dendra is a Hilbert cube (a dendron being a nondegenerate, uniquely arcwise connected, Peano continuum). He and R. H. Bing conjectured in [4] that a countably infinite product of compact contractible complexes is a Hilbert cube. The purpose of this note is to announce the following theorems which affirm the above Anderson-Bing conjecture. The author wishes to thank R. D. Anderson for several helpful conversations on the subject dating as far back as 1966. THEOREM CONCERNING PROOFS OF THEOREMS ONE AND TWO. Theorem 1 is a stronger version, for the setting of the Hubert cube, of a theorem announced in [l] by Anderson. He defined the term strongly homeomorphic as follows: Let X, Y, and Z be compact metric spaces, and say that XXZ is strongly homeomorphic to YXZ provided that for each positive number e there is a homeomorphism g of XXZ onto XXZ and a map ƒ of X onto Y such that for each x in X and z in Z, the distance between the F-coordinate of g(x, z) and f(x) is less than e. He then proved that if {Jtj^i and { F»-}* 0 !], are sequences of compact metric spaces such that for each i>0, F t -is homeomorphic to F t+ i and X»-xHi>< F,-is strongly homeomorphic to F t xH/>t Fy, then U»>o Xi is homeomorphic to IX*>o ^*-The author first obtains a proof of this theorem without the full strength of the definition of strongly homeomorphic, requiring only that for each €>0, there be a homeomorphism g of XXZ onto YXZ such that for all x in X, the diameter of the image of the projection into F of g({x} XZ) is less than e.
A countably infinite product of nondegenerate spaces is a Hilbert cube if the product of each space with the Hilbert cube is a
Letting Q denote the Hubert cube and / the unit interval, the next step in the proof of Theorem 1 is to show that if { Yi}^a al is any collec-[January tion of nondegenerate spaces such that for each i, YiXQ is homeomorphic to Q, then H*>o ^i ^a s trie property that for each €>0 there is a homeomorphism g of (JJ t>0 Yi)XQ onto IXQ such that the diameter of the projection into / of g({y} XQ) is less than e for all y in H*>o Yi.
Finally, any countably infinite collection {j t }*-i OI nondegenerate spaces, each of whose product with the Hubert cube is a Hubert cube, may be written as an infinite union of pairwise disjoint infinite collections { Yi t j}jli of such spaces. Since then H»>o Xi is homeomorphic to H*>o (Hy>o Yij), the previous two results combine to give that it is homeomorphic to the Hubert cube.
The proof of Theorem 2 is longer and proceeds from the two next theorems. Let us agree to say that a compact metric space X admits an interior approximation by Y provided that there exists in X a sequence {F*}^ of homeomorphic copies of F such that lim inf {Yi\Zi -X and a collection of homeomorphisms as follows: A further definition is the following: Let X and F be compact metric spaces. A closed subset Z of XX Y will be called a Y-approximation to X provided that for each e>0 there is an embedding g e of XX Y in ZXQCXX YXQ such that g € changes the Z-coordinate of no point more than € and the following condition is satisfied: Let g e : (XX Y)XY-*(ZXQ)XY be the embedding obtained from g e by taking the product of g t with the identity map in the new F-coordinate. Also, define Z={((x, y), y')E(XX F)X Y\ (X, y')E.Z). The additional condition to be satisfied is that there be a homeomorphism h € from g«(Z) onto ZX F which changes no point's (XX F)-coordinate more than e.
From Theorem 3, one may prove 
